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Abstract/Summary 

 

The paper presents statistics on low cost water solutions (sustainability, functionality, costs, depths, 
yields). Development of a sustainable private sector supply chain for low cost pumps and manual drilling 
services. Measures to ensure quality, standardisation. Fast start up in new project areas by having 
authorities, entrepreneurs and beneficiaries share experience with existing projects. Comparing private 
sector development versus sponsored programs. 

 

Introduction 

Since 2005 over 1000 low cost rope pumps have been implemented on manually drilled bore holes and 
wells in Njombe region Tanzania.  

Combined data form different sources (government water point mapping, SHIPO monitoring, ACRA 
testing) has been analysed and evaluated. 

 

Description of the Case Study – Approach or technology 

In Njombe district Tanzania, currently more than 1000 low cost rope pumps have been installed on wells 
and boreholes that were drilled manually. In this paper we share some of SHIPO’s experiences over the 
last six years. 

Six years ago SHIPO (with support of consultants like Mr. Henk Holtslag) started training local 
entrepreneurs in pump production, installation and borehole drilling. Unfortunately most of the trained 
individuals have since changed occupation or moved to other regions. However, the best survived and 
have privately sold and implemented more than 500 low cost pumps within the last few years. 

Through a five year sponsorship from the Dutch government and Connect International, SHIPO was 
able to partly sponsor about 500 rope pumps. 364 of them were installed on new manually drilled 
boreholes. Communities had to contribute local materials, labour (for drilling), accommodation for 
technicians and a financial contribution of 10 to 30%. All production and implementation was fully out 
sourced to the trained entrepreneurs. SHIPO focused on monitoring. This way the entrepreneurs were 
able to gain experience. Several reinforcement training sessions were done. However a few 
entrepreneurs still did not meet the quality standards and were rejected by the program. Meanwhile, the 
others went on to build up a name for themselves. 

All rope pumps are constructed by local private sector technicians (trained by SHIPO). Standardisation 
is of great importance for product quality and maintenance activities in the field. Entrepreneurs therefore 
use a number of jigs. Each producer has its own quality check before they release a pump from their 
shop.  

When SHIPO’s programme buys a pump, it does an additional quality check. Since 2009 SHIPO never 
had to reject a pump because of poor quality. After 3 years experience producers delivered stable 
quality. It is since that time that producers implemented 520 non sponsored commercial pumps without 
interference of any NGO.  

Because of the partly-sponsored programme the entrepreneurs in the area had possibility to gain a lot 
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of experience and build up a good name. Mainly through word-of-mouth marketing, people living in non 
sponsored areas (mainly urban or semi-urban) started ordering these pumps direct at the local 
entrepreneur. Although it is not advisable; the fact that the best producer in Njombe, who is selling most 
of the pumps does –until today- not even have a proper signboard or anything that shows that pumps 
produced in his workshop are valued by his customers. This proofs that quality sells itself. 

The first privately bought pumps were installed on existing or newly dug wells. It took some more time 
for people to pay for more expensive manually drilled boreholes. 

People who request pumps or boreholes outside current project areas are asked to contact 
entrepreneurs directly. When a sufficient number of pumps are required in an area then SHIPO 
suggests training entrepreneurs in that area. 

  

Commercial prices 

In December 2010 these are the average prices entrepreneurs were charging:  

 Rope pumps are sold for US$ 97 at the welders’ workshop (without pipes and installation). 

 Rope pumps with pipes are sold for US$ 147 (without installation). 

 Fully installed rope pumps including field appraisal, four monitoring visits, caretaker training, oil and 
basic maintenance tools but excluding bricks (which are locally made). 

 Distance form town  (one way) 

Type 10 km 80 km 

Pump on an existing well US$338  US$429  

New dug well plus pump US$494  US$650  

New drilled borehole plus pump US$630  US$800  

Community contribution 

In December 2010, the sponsored programme beneficiaries of community owned pumps contributed: 

Type Contribution 

Pump on an existing well US$33.33  

±500 bricks  

±1 bucket of stones for soak pit 

±2 man/days accommodation and food 

New dug well plus pump US$100  

±1,000 bricks 

1 bucket of stones for soak pit 

±14 man/days accommodation and food 

New drilled borehole plus pump US$100  

±100 bricks 

±3 buckets of gravel for gravel pack 

1 bucket of stones for soak pit 

±14 man/days accommodation and food 

Some of the apprentices of the trained entrepreneurs moved to different parts of Tanzania and started 
to produce and sell rope pumps in smaller scale unfortunately also in different qualities. 

 

Marketing pumps 

At the beginning of a sponsored programme a working model of the pump is introduced to communities 
in AI meetings. The community development/awareness part of a programme used a network of 
community volunteer “coaches”. They are monthly trained in different water and sanitation topics at the 
SHIPO centre. After that they spread the word through hundreds of village action groups (VAG, groups 
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of 15 households) in their area. At the same time coaches collect requests form VAG’s for pumps, 
boreholes, latrines, filters etc…  

Six years ago, when the rope pump was new in Njombe region, SHIPO faced a lot of resistance against 
it from all kind of angles. This has cost the programme some years. Now this fear against the “new” has 
been taken away. People are convinced that the rope pump –although low in price- is fulfilling an 
important role. Experience has proven that this time gap can be decreased for new project areas / NGO 
who decide to implement rope pumps. This is done by –what Winrock calls- a “WOW-visit“ where 
authorities, villages, entrepreneurs etc. from the new area are invited at Njombe and share honest 
information on pro and cons of low cost water solutions with their colleagues.  

Marketing in the private sector outside the programme area is in Njombe completely up to the 
entrepreneurs. Some make signboards and have a few pumps as show case. Others are doing nothing 
and leave it all to word-of-mouth advertisement.  

One can conclude that after a few years the quality of the product or service is the main marketing 
factor for the private sector. 

 

Differences between private and partly sponsored pumps 

All partly sponsored pumps go through the NGO and are monitored from the request to the completion 
and even after that. These pumps are community-owned pumps and therefore the water authorities 
include them in their water point mapping exercise which gives a more independent view on 
functionality. However nobody is keeping accurate records of the privately bought pumps. The 
entrepreneurs are not interested to keep them because of obvious fiscal reasons, and the water 
authorities do not include them in water point mapping exercises because they are not community 
owned. In short, it is more difficult to collect data on privately owned pumps. 

SHIPO asked entrepreneurs to point out locations of privately bought pumps and went out to monitor a 
number of them based on their information. That might be one of the reasons why all monitored 
privately bought pumps are functional.  

Another reason might be that 89% of them generate income. So when they break down, income is lost 
and the owner makes sure it is repaired. 

On the other hand it became also painfully clear that people who buy and entrepreneurs, who sell 
pumps privately, care less about the environment and drainage. Statistics show that only 11% of the 
private pumps have a proper drainage. While 69% the partly sponsored pumps have a proper drainage 
and soak pit. This effect might be amplified by the fact that private pumps are located in urban of semi-
urban locations were houses are closer together and available space is less.  

It looks like privately bought pumps are in general better maintained than the partly sponsored pumps. 
This is in contradiction with the fact that each sponsored pump has one or two caretakers trained in 
maintenance while this is only true for 12% of the privately bought pumps. Although some of them show 
major wear and tear they are still in use and generate income. One might be tempted to conclude that 
ownership is more important than training. But it is more complex to draw any conclusions out of this, 
because people, who bought a pump, in general have more money, generate money and live closer to 
the supplier. Also unfortunately there is no record of privately bought pumps which have been removed 
from the well after break down. 

 

Spare parts supply chain 

Rope pumps are 100% produced form local available materials. That is why people living near to the 
producers have direct access to spare parts. 

In more rural areas, the coaching network helps to supply spare parts when the programme is still 
running.  

When however a programme stops: The profits on the already low costs spare parts and the low 
turnover do not motivate the coach to keep the supply chain alive. Recently one of the entrepreneurs 
from town has contracted some already existing shops in villages to sell spare parts for rope pumps. 
This might work better since the shop owner has to replenish other stock from town anyway. 

Recent (2011) water point mapping data in the region shows that 74% of the community owned rope 
pumps are working. If we only look at villages where there is no access to (easier) tapped water 81% of 
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the community owned rope pumps are still working. Only the Nira1 pump (which is also a low cost pump 
and can suck water from maximum 8 meters) shows a higher functionality rate. Other hand pumps 
score lower but are also often older. 

Average water table in Njombe district is 20 m for rope pumps this is not a problem because they can 
go up to 45m using two handles. The Nira model is therefore often not suitable for Njombe. 

The average depth of a manually drilled borehole is 27 meters in Njombe district. 80% of the drilling 
attempts are successful, 20% do not reach water and need a second or some times even third drilling 
attempt. 

The average discharge 487 litres per hour from rope pumps in Njombe district (with ½”/25mm pumping 
pipes).This could be increased in many cases by using a bigger pumping pipe.  

SHIPO together with the most qualified entrepreneurs now share their experience and are training other 
organisations on low cost water solutions, not only in Tanzania but also Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi, 
Burkina Faso and Congo. 

 

Main results and lessons learnt 

Low cost pumps might break down more frequent but they are better maintained by communities than 
more expensive pumps. Recent water point mapping data shows that the percentage of functional low 
cost pumps is higher then other types of pumps. 

Low cost water solutions are very suitable for implementation by the (decentralized) local private sector, 
when sufficient training, follow up and the means to allow entrepreneurs to gain experience are 
available.  

A rural partly-sponsored programme can go hand in hand with a free market approach (outside the 
programme area). If a sponsored programme reinforces the experience of local entrepreneurs and 
quality of products and services then it will automatically contribute to the development of the private 
sector and therefore increase sustainability. 

WOW-visits can reduce resistance or fear for the “new” and speedup the start of any new programme. 

With low cost water solutions (manual drilling and rope pumps) depths of 40 meter are reached 
(average 27 meters) in Njombe, Tanzania. With an average water table of 20 meters the rope pumps in 
Njombe produce, on average, almost 500 litres/hour.  

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

A well structured sponsored program helps poor people direct and developments the private sector 
indirect. 

SHIPO training centre and entrepreneurs in Njombe are willing to share their experience to improve the 
overall quality of service provided. 
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1
 We believe the name Nira is confused with the locally produced Mac 5 pump which works very similar and costs 

US$350 complete with installation. 
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